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THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
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~10 cm

p

p

proton-proton collider @ 13 TeV center-of-mass energy
4 interaction points
40 million collisions / second
trigger selects ~1000 collisions / second
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Neutrinos at NOνA
Near Detector
0.3 kt, > 20,0000 channels
100 m below service
1 km from NuMI

Far Detector
14 kt, > 344,000 channels
On surface
810 km from NuMI
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Example: NOνA Reconstruction

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.01444
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03328

Performance improvement
equivalent to 4.2 kilotons
of additional detector
mass with traditional
particle identification
algorithms.
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NOνΑ: what did the network learn?
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pass through them. The third is called the collection plane
and consists of 3,456 vertical wires. Wires on the third
plane are held at a positive potential and collect ionization
electrons. Wires are separated by 3 mm pitch in all planes,
and signal waveforms are digitized at a 2 MHz sampling
rate and recorded for a duration of 4.8 ms in each event.
Combined wire waveforms, aligned by the digitization

[17,18]. U-ResNet takes a single-channel 512 by 512 pixel
image as input and outputs an image of the same spatial
dimension with 3 channels per pixel encoding a probability
from multinomial logistic regression, or softmax, for a pixel
being a background, track, or shower type. We use U-Net as
the base SSNet architecture design because of its excellent
performance in biomedical images [15] which resemble

μBooNE: semantic segmentation

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.07269

Liquid Argon Time-Projection Chamber detector

FIG. 3. U-ResNet architecture diagram. Black arrows describe the direction of tensor data flow. Red arrows indicate concatenation
operations to combine the output of convolution layers from the encoding path to the decoding path. The final output has the same
spatial dimension as the input with a depth of three, representing the background, track and shower probability of each pixel.

Encoder-decoder network pixel-wise classification of track/shower/background
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Large, integrated systems and operations
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At the energy frontier

Fermilab on Compact Muon Solenoid
experiment at the LHC
Broad range of physics from
the Higgs boson to dark matter

New deep learning techniques to identify the Higgs
boson in dense, energetic decays to bottom quarks
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DP-2018/033

D E E P D O U B L E - B / C TA G G E R

• Convolutional layers: used in image recognition, …
• Recurrent layers: used in language translation, …
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Example:
Identifying
the
Higgs
• Reduced set of kinematic inputs to mitigate mass sculpting
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CMS Simulation Pr eliminar y

2016 (13 TeV)

300 < jet pT < 2000 GeV
40 < jet mSD < 200 GeV
DeepDoubleBvL, AUC = 97.3%
double-b, AUC = 91.3%
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2x efficiency gain over
shallow ML techniques!
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2016 (13 TeV)
300 < jet p < 2000 GeV
• Trade-off
for performance
more!25
Fermilab
40 < jet m
< 200 GeV
CMS Simulation Pr eliminar y
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> 5000 parameter
fully connected
Low
power,
low
latency,
high
radiation,
real-time
network in 100 ns!
Figure 1: A typical workflow to translate a model into a FPGA implementation using hls4ml.
-- -

Example:
CMS processing
The
part of the workflow
illustrated in redchain
indicates the usual software workflow required to
Compute
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gn a neural network for a specific task. This usual machine learning workflow, with tools such as
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Resource constraints: massive data rates, on-detector low-latency processing
Level-1 Trigger (hardware)
High-Level Trigger (software)
Extreme environments: low-power, cryogenic, high-radiation
–4–
99.75% rejected

decision in ~4 μs

•
•
•

99% rejected
decision in ~100s ms

AI In the Sky: Elements of Cosmic Experiments
Every main element of
future cosmic experiments
will be accelerated by AI.

Watching the sky

Simulating the Universe
Data: Trillions of particles in
databases (≥6D)
Task: Recreate motions of
particles under gravity,
hydrodynamics
Task: Recreate observational
noise elements in projected
images of web

!14

Data: Millions of sky pointings (≥2D)
Task: Optimize schedules over days and years
Task: Control the telescope and associated devices

Analyzing Galaxies
Data: Billions of objects in
Images (2D) and Spectra (1D)
Task: Identify and measure
objects in noisy data
Task: Separate data structures
into components

“It’s full of stars”: find all the objects
Big astronomical data opens discovery spaces

Future (2023)

•
•
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Populations of objects show dark matter, dark energy
Example: Strong Gravitational Lenses (right)
Pursuing Region-based CNNs on heterogeneous compute
devices for measurement of objects

•

LSST:
Optical Images,
Chilean Andes

•
•

20 Tb / night

•

10B galaxies, 10B
stars over 10 years

1 Billion transient
alerts per night

Read between the layers: decompose microwave maps
Observed (Q, U)

•
•
•
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South Pole Telescope (SPT):
Polarized cosmic microwave
background maps
Earliest gravitational wave
signatures that have very low
signal
Applicable for CMB-S4 next
generation experiments

Reconstructed (E, κ)

• Noise and other foregrounds obfuscate primordial GW signatures
• Pioneered use of Residual UNets to separate lensing signals (κ) from
CMB polarization map (E)

Caldeira, Nord, et al., https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01483

International
Data
Needs
Big datasets
LHC – 2016
50 PB raw data

Google
Internet archive
~15 EB

LHC Science
data
~200 PB

Facebook
uploads
180 PB
LSST
2021

Google
searches
98 PB

DUNE
2026

Yearly data volumes
HL-LHC – 2026
~600 PB Raw data

SKA Phase 2 – mid-2020’s
~1 EB science data
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SKA Phase 1 –
2023
~300 PB/year
science data

HL-LHC – 2026
~1 EB Physics data
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HEP and AI
• AI techniques accelerate discovery science
• Applications across the grandest challenges in physics

• Key HEP technologies
• Requirements for real science including high-fidelity simulation, uncertainty
quantification, new learned representations
• Advanced sensors and real-time systems
• Controls and operation of large, integrated detectors and accelerators
• Large datasets for training and processing
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Fermilab AI Capabilities
Theory and
new algorithms

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

Accelerate Discovery
Science

Operations and
control systems

20

Real-time, on-detector
systems

Fermilab AI Capabilities
LEARNING

COPROCESSORS
ON GRAPHS

Theory and
new algorithms

PHASE-SPACE

INTEGRATION

Operations and
control systems

SMART
21

FOR FAST INFERENCE

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

Accelerate Discovery
Science

FAST ACCELERATOR CONTROL
TELESCOPES

hls4ml

CODESIGN ASICS

Real-time, on-detector
systems

Beyond images

Theory and
new algorithms

Sparse, multi-modal, high-dimensional

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1612.05824.pdf
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→

v = {x,y,z,E,t,id,δ,…}

How to process 40 million of these per second?
Theory and
new algorithms

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

Real-time, on-detector
systems
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Figure 7. Event display of a simulated high pT jet in the HGCAL with 140 pileup overlayed. Courtesy of

Beyond images

Theory and
new algorithms

• Multiple activities into learning new representations of detector data for
different physics applications
• Explore neural network architectures based on point clouds and graphs; ndimensional inputs in non-Euclidean space
• Promising first results for multiple applications
• Learn the strength of connections (edges) between nodes
• Charged particle tracking [1]
• Calorimetry for irregular geometries [2]

24

[1] https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.06111 , [2] https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.07987

Beyond images

Theory and
new algorithms

2.3 Building tracks
Encoder

Graph
Module
in low- H1

…

Graph
Module H2

Graph
Module HN

Output
Module

For a simple test of these models, we use them to extrapolate and build tracks
H0
occupancy events. We construct a track “seed” using the initial three hits of a true track,
then use the RNN models to make forward predictions and select the closest (or highestscoring) hit in the event on each successive layer. An example track which is correctly fully
reconstructed using the simple RNN hit predictor model is shown in figure 7. In this simplified scenario both models are very good at making predictions
for selecting
Figure
1: Thecandidate
Graph hits.
Neural Network architecture used for tracking.
The resulting hit selection accuracies measured are 99.93% and 99.98% for the simple and
Gaussian models, respectively.
For a proper assessment of these models,
full combinatorial
theaparticle
type oftree
thesearch
edgealgorithm
can alsowith
be encoded and inferred. This can be achieved
full occupancy collision data should be used. This is currently left for future work.

Tracking

with a graph
neural network using architectures similar to those demonstrated for tracking as well as networks
where the graph is determined dynamically [14]. Here we will focus on the static graph networks and
demonstrate results for future calorimeters in particle physics experiments [8].

In particular, we have studied the application of message passing networks to the task of calorimeter
clustering, yielding initial promising results. The calorimeter clustering problem is very similar to the
tracking problem except that there may be more than two true edges connected to an input node. We
cast the task of calorimeter clustering as an operation on an initial static graph generated with a simple
algorithm like k-Nearest-Neighbours (kNN), passing messages to generate features for classifying
those edges as true or false. Here we are using kNN as stand-in for a lightweight reconstruction
algorithm as a first pass to generate a graph on the data. The parameter k was chosen such that there
was at least one true edge between all hits in the same truth-level cluster after applying the algorithm.
Smaller k results in lower clustering efficiency, depending on the use of noise suppression k can be in
the range of 8-24. In particular, these networks use the ’EdgeConv’ operator defined in [18], and it
was found that concatenating the intermediate hidden states in the output stage improved the rate of
Figure 7. An example track properly reconstructed using the basic hit predictor model in an event.
model
convergence
by
about
a
factor
of
two
compared
to
using
no
such
shortcuts.
A
diagram
of
the
[https://heptrkx.github.io/], [https://github.com/exatrkx]
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GNN architecture used for calorimeter clustering is shown in figure 2.

cast the task of calorimeter clustering as an operation on an initial static graph generated with a simple
algorithm like k-Nearest-Neighbours (kNN), passing messages to generate features for classifying
those edges as true or false. Here we are using kNN as stand-in for a lightweight reconstruction
algorithm as a first pass to generate a graph on the data. The parameter k was chosen such that there
was at least one true edge between all hits in the same truth-level cluster after applying the algorithm.
Smaller k results in lower clustering efficiency, depending on the use of noise suppression k can be in
the range of 8-24. In particular, these networks use the ’EdgeConv’ operator defined in [18], and it
was found that concatenating the intermediate hidden states in the output stage improved the rate of
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Teaching a computer to integrate

Theory and
new algorithms

• Simulations are vital piece of physics experiments — encode our knowledge
• Needs for both more efficient and more accurate simulations
parton level
particle level
particle level
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[https://indico.cern.ch/event/849141/]

Compute scales with accuracy

Teaching a computer to integrate

Theory and
new algorithms

• Importance sampling: to produce simulated events efficiently — learn the
correlated, high-dimensional space
• Simulating N particles in a (3N - 4) dimensional space

Neural Importance Sampling
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[https://indico.cern.ch/event/849141/]

A normalizing flow models a complex
probability density as an invertible
transformation of a simple base density.
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Teaching a computer to integrate

Theory and
new algorithms

• Importance sampling: to produce simulated events efficiently — learn the
correlated, high-dimensional space
• Simulating N particles in a (3N - 4) dimensional space

First study shows 6x speed-up
for simple e+e- → 3-jet final state
topology
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[https://indico.cern.ch/event/849141/]

International
Data
Needs
Big datasets
LHC – 2016
50 PB raw data

Google
Internet archive
~15 EB

LHC Science
data
~200 PB

Facebook
uploads
180 PB
LSST
2021

Google
searches
98 PB

DUNE
2026

Yearly data volumes
HL-LHC – 2026
~600 PB Raw data

SKA Phase 2 – mid-2020’s
~1 EB science data

29

SKA Phase 1 –
2023
~300 PB/year
science data

HL-LHC – 2026
~1 EB Physics data
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Computing infrastructure and hardware

FLEXIBILITY
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+
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Arithmetic
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Computing hardware
and infrastructure

EFFICIENCY

}
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Advances in
heterogeneous computing
driven by
machine learning and big
data explosion

Complex and massive datasets

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

• Big science requires both high-performance and high-throughput compute
• Translation: accelerated computing technologies for training and inference
• Proof-of-concept study for high-throughput
• In collaboration with Microsoft and many university partners,
FPGA acceleration of machine learning inference in the cloud and the edge
• https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.08986

story
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Complex and massive datasets

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

• Study found 30x (175x) speed-up for cloud (edge) inference of ResNet50
over experimental software framework
Non-disruptive integration
of heterogenous computing
resources into HEP
computing model
Deploy as a service (many
CPUs to few FPGAs) can be
more cost-effective

Exploring applications across
many experiments
(LHC, neutrinos, cosmology,
gravitational waves)

32

put, about 660 images per second, though the former
only achieves this with large batch size and the lathardware
ter achieves this when accessed with many CPUs Computing
siand infrastructure
multaneously. It should be emphasized that Brainwave
achieves this performance using single-image requests
• Study found 30x (175x) speed-up forand
cloud
(edge)
inference
of
ResNet50
including network infrastructure for deployment as
over experimental software framework
a service, while the GPU requires a large batch size for
the same performance and is directly connected to the
Non-disruptive
integration
CPU via PCIe (Peripheral Component
Interconnect
exof
heterogenous
computing
press). As will be described in Sec. 6, future studies are
resources into HEP
needed to better understand the scalability and cost of
computing model
di↵erent heterogeneous computing
architectures.
The
Deploy as a service (many
performance of other coprocessors
services,
includCPUs as
to few
FPGAs)
can be
ing GPUs, is another item for future
study.
more
cost-effective
Batch-of-1 FPGAaaS
comparable (or better) to
directly connected GPU!
Exploring
applications
to
other
6 Summary and outlook
experiments (neutrinos,
cosmology, gravitational
The current computing model for particle physics will
waves), and exploring
not suffice to keep up with the expected future increases
accelerated training
in dataset size, detector complexity, and event multiplicity. Single-threaded CPU performance has stagnated in recent years; therefore, it is no longer viable
Fig. 14: Standalone GPU inference time per image (top)
to
rely
on
improvements
in
the
clock
speed
of
general33
and images per second (bottom) as a function of batch
purpose computing. Industry trends towards hetero-

Complex and massive datasets

Real-time, on-detector systems
Real-time, on-detector
systems

• Resource-constrained AI
• Low-latency, low-power, high bandwidth
• Cryogenics, high-radiation
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Real-time, on-detector systems
Real-time, on-detector
systems

• Resource-constrained AI
• Low-latency, low-power, high bandwidth
• Cryogenics, high-radiation
LHC at CERN
40 MHz collision rate, ~20 hrs/day
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
→ > 1 billion channels
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> 5000 parameter
fully connected
network in 100 ns!

Real-time, on-detector
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Figure 1: A typical workflow to translate a model into a FPGA implementation using hls4ml.
The
part of the workflow
illustrated in red indicates the usual software workflow required to
Compute
Latency
design a neural network for a specific task. This usual machine learning workflow, with tools such as
Keras and PyTorch, involves a training step and possible compression steps (more discussion below
in Sec. 2.3) before settling on a final model. The blue section of the workflow is the task of hls4ml,
which translates a model into an HLS project that can be synthesized and implemented to run on an
100
kHz
1
FPGA.
At a high level, FPGA algorithm design is unique from programming a CPU in that independent
operations may run fully in parallel, allowing FPGAs to achieve trillions of operations
per second at a
Hi
gonboard
relatively low power cost. However, such operations consume dedicated
resources
the
FPGA
h
r
e
L
T
40
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g
and cannot be dynamically remapped while running. The challenge
in creating
an optimal
FPGA
r
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g
i
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T
implementation is to balance FPGA resource usage with
er l goals
L1achieving the latency and throughput
of the target algorithm. Key metrics for an FPGA implementation include:
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Level-1 Trigger (hardware)
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Figure 1: A typical workflow to translateBa model
S into a FPGA implementation using hls4ml.

> 5000 parameter
fully connected
~1 Pnetwork
B/DAY in 100 ns!

The
part of the workflow
illustrated in red indicates the usual software workflow required to
Compute
Latency
design a neural network for a specific task. This usual machine learning workflow, with tools such as
Keras and PyTorch, involves a training step and possible compression steps (more discussion below
in Sec. 2.3) before settling on a final model. The blue section of the workflow is the task of hls4ml,
which translates a model into an HLS project that can be synthesized and implemented to run on an
100
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1
FPGA.
At a high level, FPGA algorithm design is unique from programming a CPU in that independent
operations may run fully in parallel, allowing FPGAs to achieve trillions of operations
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The task of automatically translating a trained neural network, specified by the model’s architecture,
weights,
biases,
into HLS codetrigger
is performed by the hls4ml package. A schematic of a typical
ML inandthe
hardware
workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Real-time, on-detector
systems

• hls4ml — open-source automated translation tool, ML models to firmware

hls4ml https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml
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hls 4 ml
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ML in the hardware trigger

Real-time, on-detector
systems

[https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913]

• All FPGA design
• Flexible: many algorithm types for layers of processing
• Application and adoption growing across the LHC
• Firmware in hours instead of weeks/months
• Growing interest with many on-going developments
• CNNs, Graphs, RNNs, auto-encoders, binary/ternary
• Alternate HLS (Intel, Mentor, Cadence)
• Co-processors, multi-FPGA
> 5000 parameter
• Intelligent ASICs
fully connected

network in 100 ns
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hls4ml…4asic?

Real-time, on-detector
systems

Hardware acceleration with an emphasis on co-design and fast turnaround time
First project: Autoencoder with MNIST benchmark (28 x 28 x 8-bits @ 40 MHz)
Original
data

Rate: 40MHz

Encoder
High
speed
drivers

Reprogrammable
weights
reconfigurable

Decoder
Reconstructed data
Compressed data
- Efficient bandwidth usage
- Reduced power consumption (data transfer)

Enable edge compute : e.g. data compression
Programmable and Reconfigurable: reprogrammable weights
Hardware – Software codesign: algorithm-driven architectural approach
Optimized Mixed signal / Analog techniques: Low power and low latency
for extreme environment (ionizing radiation, deep cryogenic)
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First tests of 1-layer design
Latency: 9ns
Power (FPGA, 28nm) ~ 2.5 W
Power (ASIC, 65nm) ~ 40 mW
Area = 0.5mm x 0.5mm

“Fast” ML for physics and beyond
Computing hardware
and infrastructure

Real-time, on-detector
systems

[https://indico.cern.ch/event/822126]

• Recent workshop at Fermilab with over 200
registered participants
• Fruitful discussions across physics for common
challenges across domains
• Discussion also on where interesting
intersections with industry and other fields
Get involved with the research community!
fastmachinelearning.org
40

Operations and control systems
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G. Perdue (FNAL) et al.

Operations and
control systems

Accelerator controls with reinforcement learning
Operations and
control systems

• Goal to reduce beam losses in Booster
• Solve problem using a ML algorithm on
a custom FPGA board to control the
magnet power supplies (GMPS) —
deploy the hls4ml tool
• Scope is single crate control system
(one board with back-up), but the project
lays the foundation for a more ambitious
future program.
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G. Perdue (FNAL) et al.

Self-Driving Telescopes: Control for observations
Precision Machine Control
DES: 2012-2018

Operations and
control systems

• Dark Energy Survey: Sky Footprint of Observations

• Dark Energy Survey:
Optical Images, Chilean Andes
• Terabytes per night
• 500 Million Galaxies, Thousands of
exploding stars
• Competing target requirements and
environment constraints.
!43

Nord, Yuxin Chen (UC), JTFI award

Challenge of scheduling on multiple time scales
• Long: competition between faint galaxies (green), transient

•
•

objects (yellow)
Short: Weather, annual modulation of sky positions
Exploring reinforcement learning for optimal scheduling and
control

AI Capabilities
Theory and
new algorithms

Computing hardware
and infrastructure

Accelerate Discovery
Science

Operations and
control systems
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Real-time, on-detector
systems

Overflow and opportunities
• This talk was a sampling of activities going on in AI at Fermilab and more broadly in HEP
• Some other hot button topics — distributed training, uncertainty quantification, simulation
for physics …

• Going forward?
• AI at Fermilab — living on the cutting edge to accelerate exciting science challenges

• Built on general AI capabilities applicable to multiple domains

• Fermilab AI program
contact us: ai@fnal.gov, team committed to building the AI community!
• Interested in:
• developing common technologies
• collaborating on similar problems and working with experts in core AI and other domains
45

Summary and Outlook
• AI to accelerate discovery science!
• Algorithms
• Beyond Images: higher-dimensional, sparse, multi-modal representation learning
• Incorporating physics into learning: phase space integration, decorrelation, symmetries

• Massive datasets
• Physics experiments are a excellent case for big data processing
• Streaming real-time high-throughput systems to globally distributed offline compute

• Real-time on-detector systems
• AI-integrated into the hardware filters, inferences at ~100ns
• Applications for edge/IoT sensors — low-power, low-latency, cryogenic, and other extreme environments

• Operations and controls
• Improve efficiency of site-wide operations from the accelerator complex to detector control
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Extra
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Simulations represent theory
We compare simulated universes (blue, upper) to
observed cosmic web of galaxies (red/yellow, lower

Simulations of large-scale structure

Observations of large-scale structure (galaxies)

•

Across time scales: 3 orders of magnitude

•

Across spatial scales: 6 orders of magnitude

•

With several forces: Gravity, magnetism, hydrodynamics

•

A single conventional
simulation >millions
of CPU hours,
generates >petabytes

•

Parameterized
model-assisted
GANs for image and
particle set generation

•

We need 1000's of
simulations
(read: theoretical
models) to test
against real data.

•

Using relationships
between group
symmetries and
convolutions to
speed calculations

